military airlift and air-to-air refuelling Conference
DAy ONE | 3rd December 2019

An Invitation to Military Airlift and Air-to-Air Refuelling 2019
Dear Colleague,
It is with great pleasure that I invite you to participate in the 20th annual Military
Airlift and Air-to-Air Refuelling conference, being hosted in Lisbon by SMi Group
later this year. As industry professionals, we all regard air mobility as a mission
critical priority to enable strategic and tactical reach & this essential gathering
of military and commercial experts will provide the opportunity to promote and
discuss its value in defence.
Today, European Air Forces are striving to deliver the capabilities that are
demanded by the modern operational tempo. Meeting these requirements
demands an evolving approach to our engagement with allied partners
and industry – as seen within the growing successes of international pooling
and sharing efforts and multi-faceted asset development within the dynamic
commercial market.
Within this landscape, there is a clear and present need for vendors, operational
users, equipment & service delivery organisations and research & development
agencies to come together to promote what works and how we can do better.
I hope that this event will identify how cost-effective solutions will continue to
provide the alliance with the warfighting edge required as we move forward.
Having attended this conference for the last ten years, I firmly believe it is
the best one held in Europe and the perfect environment for discussion and
networking. Hence, I am honoured to be able to chair it for the fifth time in a row.

11.30

Session Reserved for Gold Sponsor Skytech
Mr Mal Sandford, Senior VP, Skytech

12.00

french Air Mobility Command: Providing Strategic flexibility
• New fleets and new capability – delivering multi-role strategic aircraft
with large payloads and long range
• Simulation and training perspectives on airlift: increasing airlift capacity
through flight time modelling
• Providing strategic flexibility: case studies from the French Air Force
• Facing contextual and structural challenges: balancing human
resources and the pragmatic pooling and sharing approach
• Concluding thoughts: comprehensive approaches to airlift and new
battle rhythms
Brigadier General Oliver fabre, Air Mobility Commander, french Air force

12.30

Airbus: a Comprehensive and Complementary Portfolio
• A balanced portfolio of Airlift solutions
• The full range of AAR solutions
• Innovation in Services with SMARTFORCE
Senior Representative, Name to be Confirmed, Airbus

13.00

Networking Lunch

14.00

PANEL: Lifting Together – Delivering Pooling and Sharing that Works
• An overview of the current pooling and sharing organisations and how
they fit into a holistic model for the alliance and partners
• Growing together: how nation states can integrate themselves into
multinational structures
• How transnationals can provide capacity to smaller nations and offset
costs for larger ones
• Flight hour pricing – delivering a flexible structure for man-hour costings
• Multifaceted user interfaces for the nations: how to enable easy access
to resources
Moderated by: Mr Laurent Donnet, Managing Director, Avidonn Consulting

May I ask you to pay particular attention to the conference agenda which
has been put together with great care to give you the very best opportunity
to benchmark and learn from subject matter experts. SMi has invited the most
senior and well-respected Commanders of Air Transport bases, Heads of Air
Mobility organizations and agencies, and this seniority is a demonstration of the
support for this critical meeting.
I am looking forward to meeting you in December in Lisbon with many other
like-minded individuals to ensure you too can benefit from this unique event.
Yours Sincerely,

Panelists:
Colonel James Sparrow, Commander, Heavy Airlift Wing
Colonel Eric Herbaut, Commander, MCCE

Laurent Donnet,
Managing Director,
Avidonn Consulting
14.45

Monday 2nd December | Welcome Reception | 19.00
Sana Metropolitan Hotel, Lisbon, Portugal
08.00

Registration & Coffee

08.45

SMi Group Welcome Address
Mrs Sadia Malick-Jones, Director, SMi Group

08.50

Chairman’s Opening Remarks
Mr Laurent Donnet, Managing Director, Avidonn Consulting

Hosted by

HUMANITARIAN AIRLIfT
15.15

Saving Lives | Changing Lives – Utilising Airlift for Humanitarian Aid:
the WfP’s Perspective
• An introduction to the WFP’s food assistance programme and its role in
delivering relief and recovery
• 2030 agenda for sustainable development and how airlift can help
overcome hunger reduction goals
• WFP’s supply chain and air and ground logistical considerations
• Airlift and airdrop – providing food, shelter, medicines and other critical
supplies
• Case studies of humanitarian response in West Africa in the wake of the
Ebola epidemic
Mr Philippe Martou, Chief Preparedness - OSEP, World food Programme

15.45

Afternoon Tea

16.15

Session Reserved
Senior Representative, Name to be Confirmed, Leonardo

16.45

Session Reserved for Sponsor

OPENING KEyNOTE ADDRESSES
09.00

09.30

OPENING KEyNOTE ADDRESS:
Delivering Multi-Purpose Airlift and AAR Capability
• Current airlift inventory: C-130 capabilities and asset utilisation
• Upgrade of the C-130 fleet – integrating new cockpit displays, flight
management and open systems into the avionics architecture
• Strategic priorities for the fleet beyond the Flight2 upgrade
• Requirements for a flexible airlift and tanking capability from a
Portuguese perspective
Brigadier General Pedro Alexandre Entradas Salvada, Director, Engineering
and Programmes Directorate, Portuguese Air force
Strategic Views on the Integration of the KC-390 into the Brazilian Air force
• Strategic aims and ambitions of the Brazilian AF: prototyping and
procuring the KC-390 to meet regional requirements
• Tactical and strategic lift requirements within the Brazilian AOR
• How the KC-390 provides consistent air-to-air refuelling capability for the
Brazilian Air Force and enables strategic reach
• Integrating heavy lift platforms with ISR and other mission critical air assets
Air Chief Marshall Antonio Carlos Moretti Bermudez, Chief of Staff,
Brazilian Air force

10.00

Protecting Capital Investments through Enduring Operational Effectiveness
• Managing ‘Investment Nerves’ – Out with the Old & In with the New
• Mitigating ‘Capability Fade’ – Preparing for the Future
• Handling the (Emotional) Baggage – Looking After all the Stakeholders
Mr Simon Johns, Vice President Business Development & Sales,
Embraer Defence & Security

10.30

Morning Coffee

MULTINATIONAL MULTI-ROLE TANKER TRANSPORT fLEET UPDATES
17.15

International Cooperation Within the MMf Programme
• Current status of the MMF project and its role in spear heading European
collaboration
• MRTT cooperation as a force multiplier and the role of industry in the
effort
• Where greater interoperability can be developed between the allies in
the future
• MMF timeline from 2020 to 2022 – key developments and considerations
Mr Jan de Kinderen, MRTT Chief, NATO Support and Procurement Agency

17.45

MMf Unit Operational Status
• Meeting tanker capacity within Europe – feedback derived from
operations in Libya
• How the A330 MRTT will provide additional capacity and current
logistical status
• Modelling and simulation prior to the arrival of the first tankers at
Eindhoven
• Initial operating capability for the MMF – key considerations
Colonel Jurgen van der Biezen, MMF Unit Commander, Dutch Air force

18.15

Chairman’s Closing Remarks and Close of Day One
Mr Laurent Donnet, Managing Director, Avidonn Consulting

18.30

Post Conference Networking Reception
Sponsored by Embraer

EUROPEAN AIR MOBILITy
11.00

“Ground Handling – the Airlift Bottleneck”
• Operational Needs – new platforms, same old handling problems
• Solutioneering and spiral development – working with the front-line User
• (Not so) Future Concepts - and vectors for development
Mr Julian Stinton, Marketing and Sales, TLD Group

EATC: Providing a Unique framework for Air Mobility in Europe
• European Air Transport Command: an introduction to the organisation
and the fleet assets that are utilised
• Leveraging contracted assets to deliver stop-gap capability within
European operations
• Virtual currency framework for the member states: how to leverage the
resources of EATC
• EATC in support of multi-national air transport operations and
aeromedical evacuations
• Adapting the role of EATC within new pooling and sharing structures
Major General Laurent Marboeuf, Commander, European Air Transport Command*
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08.00

Registration & Coffee

08.50

Chairman’s Opening Remarks
Laurent Donnet, Managing Director, Avidonn Consulting

14.00

09.30

• Sovereign ownership vs leased assets: how does each option help
deliver capability?
• Modularity vs specialist programmes: to what extent should militaries

10.00

10.30

look for bespoke assets?
• Perspectives from the primes: how industry of all sizes can be

Air Mobility Command as an Enabling MAJCOM: Supporting US and Partner
Nations with Strategic Airlift and AAR
• Delivering the right effects to the right place at the right time – AMC’s
vision for air mobility
• Fuelling the fight: air-to-air refuelling capabilities as a force multiplier for
US forces globally
• Saving lives – aeromedical evacuation and patient support enabled
through the strategic and tactical lift assets of AMC
• Delivering hope: key case examples of humanitarian support
• Planning for Mobility Guardian 2019 and feedback from prior operations
• Providing future expeditionary options from heavy lift units under AMC’s
command
Session Reserved for Senior Representative, US Air force
The future of Military Air-To-Air Refuelling
• An introduction to the AFLCMC – our role and key stakeholders
• The KC-135 stratotanker – multi mission responsibilities for AAR and airlift
• Foreign military sales of legacy tankers within the alliance
• KC-135 replacement: current timelines in competitions & tenders to
provide future AAR capability
• Concluding thoughts – what we can learn from legacy FMS and future
programme development
Ms Michelle Toma, Section Chief, KC-135 International Acquisitions,
AFLCMC, US Air force

PANEL: How to Leverage Commercial Aircraft Operations and
Maintenance in a Military Environment

OPENING KEyNOTE ADDRESSES
09.00

4th December 2019

integrated into the MRO of military assets
• Case studies in industry-military collaboration on the provision
of strategic and tactical airlift
Moderated by:
Mr Laurent Donnet, Managing Director, Avidonn Consulting
Panelists:
Mr Simon Johns, Vice President Business Development & Sales,
Embraer Defence & Security
Senior Representative, Name to be Confirmed, Airbus
Senior Representative, Name to be Confirmed, Leonardo

AIRLIfT IN SUPPORT Of GLOBAL OPERATIONS

14.45

The Advanced Airlift Tactics Training Centre Past, Present and future
• Brief history of the AATTC
• Increasing the warfighting effectiveness and survivability of mobility
forces
• Partnerships with 18 allied nations through the total force initiative
• Providing tactics analysis and tactics development for the mobility
community – key insights

Session Reserved
for Lead Sponsor Embraer

• Future plans and initiatives for the AATTC
Colonel Byron Newell, Commandant, AATTC, US Air National Guard

Morning Coffee
15.15

Afternoon Tea

15.45

Providing Logistical Capacity to Support Global Operations

AIRLIfT POOLING AND SHARING
11.00

Strategic Partnerships in the HAW framework
• Strategic Airlift Capability Overview: 12 nations providing a unique, nonNATO capability from Papa
• Flight inventory of the HAW and contributions from partner nations:
providing long term C-17 airlift assets to SAC nations
• Landing in damaged airfields or remote areas – where airdrops can be
further utilised and security considerations in future operations
• Priorities for the HAW moving forward – working with commercial partners
and nation states to expand pooling and sharing
Colonel James Sparrow, Commander, Heavy Airlift Wing
Session Reserved for Sponsor

12.00

MCCE: Maximising the Capacity of Strategic Lift
• Coordinating the multinational use of military lift and AAR across
28-member nations
• Optimising the use of assets to maintain cost effectiveness – lead nation
concepts within MCCE
• Best practices in the MCCE environment (sharing, commercial
partnership)
• Expansion of the project to new regions to build new relationships and
expand the asset portfolio
Colonel Eric Herbaut, Director, Movement Coordination Centre Europe
(MCCE)

13.00

– versatility of planes and landing requirements where airfields are
damaged or lacking
• Working with commercial partners & ground segments to deliver quick
logistical turnarounds
• Interoperability with key allied partners and feedback from operations in
delivering combined capacity
Transport, German Air force

Operational Support for Today’s Governmental and Military flight
Operations
• Specialized Agent providing Flight Support solutions
• Worldwide coverage for Military and Governmental Operations
• 24 Hours Operations Centers
• Presence in conflict and disaster zones
Mr Matias Magnasco, Governmental Account Manager, Jetex
Networking Lunch

asset
• Delivering humanitarian aid and other cargo to the point of need

Lieutenant Colonel Harald Struzyna, Head of Department Heavy Lift

11.30

12.30

• German heavy lift capability: A400M as a mid-size tanker & transport

16.15

The Spanish Approach to Military Airlift
• Current capabilities in air logistics and AAR – strategic, tactical
and operational resources
• Transition from the C-130 to the A400M: technology, infrastructure
and training challenges to be overcome
• FOC for the A400M: lessons learned and partnerships with other
European operators
• Integration and innovation within a European framework: reducing
costs and enabling knowledge and asset exchange
Colonel Hernández Quiñones, Section Chief, Coronel Jele,
Spanish Air force

16.45

Chairman’s Closing Remarks and Close of Day Two
Mr Laurent Donnet, Managing Director, Avidonn Consulting

17.00

Networking Reception
Sponsored by Airbus
* Subject to Final Confirmation
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Post Conference site visit to:

Montijo Air Base,

5th December 2019 | 09.00 - 13.00 | Hosted by the Portuguese Air force
following SMi Group’s 20th Annual Military Airlift and Air-to-Air Refuelling conference, all delegates are invited
to our post conference site visit to the Montijo Air Base. Transport will be provided to and from the conference
hotel for this visit and delegates will have the opportunity to visit the facilities and the aircraft.
SITE VISIT ITINERARy
09.00

Departure
• Delegates depart from the hotel

10.30

09.30

Arrival
• Delegates arrive at Montijo Air Base
and are welcomed with coffee

Networking Break
• Delegates will be provided with a
morning coffee and refreshments

11.00

10.00

Portuguese Air force Presentation
• A welcome and corporate
presentation about the Portuguese
Air Force and Montijo Air Base

Visit to the facilities
• An opportunity for delegates to see
the facilities

13.00

End of Site Visit

To register please visit: www.military-airlift.com
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